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AVe constantly use figurative language without
realising it "When we sav that \ve are browned
off fed up at the end of our tether we do
not expect to be taken literally "We are in fact
employing metaphors
An understanding of metaphors and other
figurative expressions enables us to use our
language with greater confidence and effective
ness It also helps us to understand more fully
vhat othew have written Especially 13 it valu
able when we read a good novel play or poem
for to the creative writer figurative language is
as nitural as the air he breathes
The following tuide to our figures of speech is
arranged alphabetically for ease of reference
Alliteration. 4 kind of repetition Two or
more words in. clo e succession begin with the
same letter or sound usually a consonant "Dp
to the fourteenth century much English verse was
written according to an alliterative principle as
in thus modernised quotation from Piers Plow
man
I had wandered me weary so weary I rested me
On a droad 6ank by a merry sounding bum.
A strong tendency to alliteration still survives
m our poetry Shakespeare ridicules it in the
mechanical s play in A Midsummer Night s
Dream (Act V Scene 1) in such lines as—
"Whereat   with Wide   with bloody blameful
blade
He bravely broach d his boiling bloody breast
Anti-climax    See Bathos
Antithesis. A figure of speech where ideas are
so set out that they are in sharp contrast to each
other eg
Better to reign in Hell than serve m Heav n
Milton
To err is human to forgive divine
Pope
Apostrophe A figure of speech where the
speaker or writer suddenly breaks off and directly
addresses some other person who may be present
either in the flesh or only in the imagination
Often it is not a person but a thing abstraction
or personification that Is addressed as in Milton s
famous apostrophe Hail, holy light in Para
dise Lost Book m line 1 Apostrophe can be
used with comic effect e g
She turns 0 guardian angels stop her
IFrom doing anything improper
(This couplet is also incidentally an example of
bathos)
Assonance (1) Assonance is correspondence of
vowel sounds For instance in the opening lines
of the fairy song in A Midsummer Night 8
Dream (Act n Scene 3) there is a play on only
three vowels and this repetition helps towards the
effect of a magic charm e a
Philomel with melody Sing
In Tennyson s poem    Break break  break
the repetition of the    o    sound In the second
line is like an outcry of grief eg
On thy cold grey stones Osea
(2) Assonance is sometimes used instead of
rhyme especially In early folk poetry    Here there
is correspondence of one word with another in the
accented vowel and any vowels which follow but
mot in the consonants eg   in    King Estmere,
Spain   Is rhymed with   same' and   barone
with 'home
 Bathos or Anti climax. A figure of speech that
consists of a sudden and ludicrous descent from
lofty to trivial things In The Eape of the
Lock Pope wittily used bathos to satirise the
frivolity of the woman of fashion who lacking all
sense of proper feeling casts the same screams of
horror and shrieks to pitying heav n
"When husbands or when lavdogs breathe then
last
The careless writer may fall to bathos which is
unintentionally comic in its effect    The word
bathos   in Greek means    depth
Climax A figure of speech where ideas are set
out in such a way that each rises above its pre
decessor in fable In Greek the word climax
means a ladder One of the finest examples is in
Shakespeare s The Tempest (Act IV Scene 1)
when Prospero says
And like the baseless fabric of this vision
The cloud capp d towers the gorgeous palaces
The solemn temples the great globe itself
Yea all which it inherit shall dissolve
Epigram A concise and pointed saying effec
tive by its wit and ingenuity It often uses anti
thesis S T Coleridge s definition of this form
is in itself an epigram e g
What is an epigram? a dwarfish whole
Its body brevity and wit its soul
Euphemism A figure of speech where a harsh
or distressing expression is replaced by one that
is gentler if less accurate Thus we may call a
he a flight of fancy or a terminological
inexactitude There is a striking instance of
euphemism in Macbeth (Act I Scene 5) when
Lady Macbeth planning the murder of her guest
Duncan says He that •? coming must be pro
Tided for
Hypallage or Transferred Epithet" A figure
of speech where an adjective or adverb is separ
ated from the word to which it belongs grammati
cally and is transferred to some other word in the
sentence its unusual position giving it a kind of
emphasis The word obsequious is thus trans
fenced in the sentence A lacquey presented an
obsequious cup of coffee
Hyperbole A figure of speech where there is
a deliberate use of exaggeration for the sake of
effect as in the phrase tons of money Lady
Macbeth uses hyperbole when she says Here s
the smell of blood still all the perfumes of Arabia
will not sweeten this little hand (Act V Scene 1)
Writers of film trailers frequently indulge in
hyperbole
Innuendo A figure of speech where something
is hinted at or suggested but not openly stated
Dickens uses innuendo to suggest Scrooge s stingi
ness by saying Darkness was cheap and Scrooge
liked it
Irony    (1) A figure of speech where the speaker
says one thing but intends the opposite to be
understood.   Shylock uses the word   courtesies
ironically when he says
Fair sir you. spit on me on "Wednesday last
You spurn d me sw.cn a day   another time
You call d me dog   and for tiege courtesies
IU lend you thus much moneys
Merchant of Venice * (Act I Scene 3)
The use of irony can clearly be seen to Shake
speare a Julius Oaasar In Antony's well known
speech to the citizens They gradually realise

